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WHO DUNNIT?

GREATEST CYBERATTACK EVER
By Shira Sorko-Ram

I

t’s all cloak and dagger – but no dagger
needed. A good computer will do.
The latest weapon launched in the
Middle East is a computer virus that turns
every computer it infects into the ultimate
spy. A virus, called Flame, has been unleashed on Iran and other nations in the
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Middle East. The virus can also vanish
as if it never was, meaning that countless
computers could have been infected, but
will never know it happened.
Flame is your ultimate sleuth. It can turn
a computer on and off, change its settings,
record, compress and download peoples’
conversations nearby, sniff network traffic
or Bluetooth connections. It takes screen
pictures, logs instant messaging chats,
gathers data files and intercepts the key-
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board. Using Bluetooth, it assembles information about discoverable devices near
the infected machine. It collects e-mails,
documents, messages, discussions inside
sensitive locations, and more.
Flame’s command-and-control (C&C)
team can then attack other machines in the
network: the virus creates backdoor user accounts by creating its own pre-defined password that is then used to copy itself to all
kinds of machines. (securelist.com, 28May2012)
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The Russian security lab, Kaspersky,
discovered the virus but admits “the initial
point of entry of Flame is unknown.” In
simple words, they don’t know how the virus gained access to closely guarded computers in the first place. The Russian company believes the virus has already been at
work unnoticed for more than two years –
while others say it could have been in use
for up to five years.
Wherever the virus has obtained access,
the command-and-control center can continue monitoring the network for months
and even years. But if the operators believe they have all the information they
need from a location, the C&C center can
delete the virus as if it never existed. It’s
a complete attack toolkit designed for general cyber-espionage purposes, according
to the Russian Kaspersky Lab. (Ibid.)
And it is huge! Because of its various
modules and “libraries,” it is a full 20 MB!
Some experts wonder how anything that
mammoth has gone undetected for so long.
Others say that because it is so big, it escaped notice.
TARGET: MIDDLE EAST
Currently, there are some 300 known
cases of successful infection by Flame,
two-thirds in Iran, but also in Syria, Sudan,
Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, the Palestinian areas and Egypt. A few have been found in
Israel, but that is considered by most as a
red herring. The real number could be in
the thousands while the intelligence gatherers continue their silent work.
The consensus of Internet security agencies is that this is not the work of hackers
who wreck websites or even cybercriminals who steal credit cards and ID information and the like. Because of the tremendous complexity of the virus, not to speak
of the geography of the attacks, few experts

Although Israel is widely
believed to have built
more than 200 atomic
warheads at its Dimona
reactor, it neither admits
nor denies having
nuclear weapons.

doubt that some nation state or states are
behind this malware.
However, there is no information in the
code or otherwise that can tie Flame to any
specific nation state. Its authors remain unknown. At this point the Internet security
experts believe there are some 80 different
domains (but those can be easily modified)
connected to the approximately 12 remote
C&C servers around the world being used
by Flame.
WHODUNNIT?
Given that the subject is covert cyberwar, one can expect confusion, half-truths
and disinformation to be the rule rather
than the exception, says msnbc. But if we
review the Stuxnet virus that hit Iran two
years ago and destroyed 1000 of their 5000
centrifuges for enriching uranium by causing them to spin wildly out of control, we
can make a pretty good guess as to their
origin.
The New York Times described Stuxnet
as a joint Israeli-U.S. effort to undermine
Iran’s nuclear ambitions. President George
W. Bush initiated the cyber-espionage unit
as a military asset and President Barack
Obama continued and expanded its operations. The NYT explained that Stuxnet was
so successful because Israel did tests in its
own Dimona Nuclear Center in the Negev
desert.
According to the NYT, Israel had spun
centrifuges virtually identical to those at
Iran’s Natanz facility, where Iranian scientists are struggling to enrich uranium.
“To check out the worm, you have to
know the machines,” an American expert
on nuclear intelligence told the newspaper.
The reason the worm has been effective is
that the Israelis tried it out.” (New York Times
15Jan2011)

Unlike Stuxnet (and its close relative
Duqu) Flame is not a destroying virus – but
an information-gathering tool.
The Russian company believes that
Flame was made parallel to Stuxnet – simply a strategy of not putting all the eggs in
one basket. The designers knew that Stuxnet would one day be discovered and so an
intel-gathering virus based on a completely different philosophy was created. The
Kaspersky Lab experts agree that Flame
has probably infected thousands of victims.
(securelist.com, 28May2012)

AMERICA’S REACTION:
Disinformation seems to be the rule
here. On the one hand, Roger Cressy, formerly a top aid to George W. Bush in security concurs with the majority of experts:
“Whoever has developed this is engaged
in very sophisticated intelligence gathering on computer networks throughout the
[Middle East] region. Clearly, Iran is a top
priority for this program,” he said.
Symantec and many other security organizations have said the sheer size of Flame
is making a thorough analysis of the virus
a slog. The Russians say it has so many
elements and modules, it could take them a
year to thoroughly analyze it. Furthermore
there are different versions out in the wild
as the operators made improvements and
changes to the virus during the last two to
five years.
Perhaps for political reasons, other experts play the whole thing down. James
Lewis of the Center for Strategic and Inter-

national Studies in Washington D.C.
said the new virus was merely a collection of existing cyber-espionage
tools.
“Somebody took a lot of existing techniques, and glued them all
together, which are kind of fun. But
none of this is what you call cutting
edge stuff,” said Lewis.
Officially, the U.S. has said they
have had nothing to do with Flame,
and Israel doesn’t say one way or the
other. But as far as the Israeli public
is concerned, the overwhelming belief is that the U.S. and Israel together
created the Flame.
WHY IS THE UN
INTERESTED IN FLAME?
Whether or not Lewis is correct
in his analysis of Flame’s sophistication, he does point out another interesting aspect to the whole Flame

One of the important
side affects of viruses
is that they not only
affect the targeted
program, they also
make Iranian officials
“paranoid.”

phenomenon. He notes that it was
the UN which raised the alarm about
the super virus. Marco Obiso, the
UN’s International Telecommunication Union, or I.T.U., says his organization asked Eugene Kaspersky, a
Russian security consultant to have
his lab study the malware.
And indeed, Kaspersky Security
Network in Russia discovered the
Flame. But the interesting fact is

that the I.T.U. has never before issued a cyber security alert like this.
As a UN agency, the I.T.U. has often
reflected the interests of Russia and
China, its two most influential members. In fact the I.T.U. has never
called attention to the many cyber
threats originating from those two
countries – Russia and China.
The virus that did get the I.T.U.’s
attention, was none other than
Flame, which has apparently targeted Iran as Stuxnet did. Suspicion
immediately fell on the U.S. and Israel as the authors. (npr.org; 2June2012)
Therefore, some cyber researchers concluded that Kaspersky may
have given an overblown analysis of
its menace – meant to bring blame
on the U.S. and Israel. And, in fact,
a congressional hearing has just focused on the I.T.U. and its ties to the
Russian and Chinese governments.
Fearing the UN has an agenda, a
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CAN ISRAEL TRUST OBAMA?

THE NATIONS OF THE
MIDDLE EAST WHICH
HAVE BEEN INFECTED
WITH THE FLAME VIRUS
AS OF MAY 31, 2012.

senior State Department official and a member of the Federal Communications Commission both expressed alarm over those
associations. And sure enough, the I.T.U.
with Russia the leading advocate, is now
calling for a “peace treaty” for cyber space
under which such cyber espionage would
be outlawed. (Ibid.) Whatever the truth, the
complete story will stay undercover.
PARANOID
One of the important side affects of viruses is that they not only affect the targeted program, they also make Iranian
officials “paranoid.” Additionally, countering the attacks diverts valuable assets
and resources from the core mission, U.S.
officials explained.
Example: On May 27, Iran’s oil ministry, national oil company and a number
of other companies affiliated with the
ministry were hit by a cyber attack again,
according to semi-official news agency
Mehr. As a result, the country had to disconnect its oil ministry and its main crude
export terminal, Kharg, from the Internet
– a major disruption.
While the Flame virus is obviously designed to gather intelligence on the Iranian program, it also causes the Iranians to
wonder about security and raises questions

about whether the enemy knows the intricacies of Iranian decision making, not just on
the nuclear program but on a host of other
issues important to the U.S. and the West.
(openchannel.msnbc.msn.com, 29May2012)

Says journalist Yaacov Katz, “By detecting the infection of its computers, Iran
understands that it is vulnerable and will
continue to be as long as it defies the international community with its nuclear program.” (JP, 31May2012)
ISRAEL’S REACTION
Nuclear ambiguity has played a critical
role in Israeli national defense strategy for
over 50 years.
Although Israel is widely believed to
have built more than 200 atomic warheads
at its Dimona reactor, it neither admits nor
denies having nuclear weapons. Instead,
Israeli leaders wink, smile, give a pat on
the back and say something about how Israel knows how to protect itself whenever
they are asked about these purported capabilities.
Now we are entering into a new era of
the country’s defense doctrine called “cyber ambiguity.” The day after Flame was
discovered, Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu said in a speech that when it comes
to cyberspace, the size of a country is insig-

nificant – but that there is great significance
to a country’s “scientific strength, and with
that Israel is blessed.”
Katz remarked, “While no Israeli official
came out and took responsibility for the
virus attack, the ambiguity was too loud to
ignore.” (JP, 31May2012)
Israel’s top agencies for such strategy
are Military Intelligence’s Unit 8200, the
equivalent of the U.S. National Security
Agency, and the Mossad which also has
strong technological capabilities.
Nevertheless, cyber warfare – like
sanctions and diplomacy – can only slow
down Iran’s nuclear program, not stop it.
Iran’s centrifuges have been plagued by
breakdowns since a rapid expansion of enrichment in 2007 and 2008. Yet Israel’s
experts now believe that Stuxnet delayed
the creation of a bomb by only about 18
months.
So even though Iran’s bomb-making
abilities have been severely impaired, it’s
government is still hell-bent to create a
nuclear weapon. How long, then, does the
world have until it’s too late? How long
does Israel have until her enemy-destroyer
has the capacity to do so. Hopefully the
spymasters know. What is certain is that
God knows. Though Israel may go through
great suffering and hardship, the Guardian
of Israel will save her.

Prayer Line in the USA: 214.677.0560… 9:00 am to 9:00 pm CST
Email your prayer request from anywhere in the world: prayer@maozisrael.org

The $64 trillion question, the life and
death question, is whether Israel can trust
President Obama. He and other officials
have said over and over that Iran will not
be allowed to go nuclear and that the U.S.
policy is to prevent them from achieving
nuclear weapons. Containment, Obama
said earlier this year, was not an option –
prevention is the goal.
But the relationship between Obama and
Netanyahu has never been good. And Israel instinctively fears there is considerable
distance between Obama’s declarations
and his actions.
If the U.S. is really serious about Iran,
Netanyahu insists, this is what the President must demand.
1.
Iran must stop ALL enrichment of
nuclear material.
2.
It must remove ALL materials enriched to date from its territory.
3.
It must dismantle its underground
nuclear enrichment plant at Qom.
4.
There must be proof that these requirements have actually been carried out.
5.
There must be a time line set by
the U.S. (Ibid., 1June2012)
Iran would undoubtedly attempt every
subterfuge possible. Her mullahs might
temporarily stop their enrichment at 20 percent until things cooled down or the U.S.
became preoccupied with another crisis.
That is the reason, says Netanyahu, for the
ultimatums.
The chances of the U.S. and the world
forcing Iran to submit to such stipulations
are nil. So would the United States actually
use the military option to prevent a nuclear
Iran as Washington has pledged? There is
no assurance in Israel.

Israel will have to brace for
the fallout that is expected
to include missile attacks
from Hezbollah in Lebanon
and possibly Syria as well.
Northern Command Maj.-Gen Yair Golan.
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ISRAEL PREPARES
FOR THE NEXT TWO WARS
Therefore Israel continues to prepare for
a possible attack on Iran. It would appear
that Netanyahu has not made up his mind
yet when to attack. Yaacov Katz conjectures
that some of Israel’s saber rattling is bluff
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strategy aimed at getting the world to do the
work needed on its behalf. (Ibid., 31May2012)
However, it seems that Israel is increasingly determined to make sure that Iran will
not have a nuclear weapon, no matter what
the cost. Defense Minister Ehud Barak explained at a security conference in Tel Aviv
recently that Israel will wait until the last
possible moment before deciding to take
such action. The question, Katz asks, is
how long do we have? (Ibid.)
While the government’s focus right now
is on the question of what to do and when to
do it, in the IDF the focus is on the day after
such a strike and on the war that it expects
will ensue.
Israel will have to brace for the fallout
that is expected to include missile attacks
from Hezbollah in Lebanon and possibly
Syria as well. Northern Command Maj.Gen. Yair Golan recently stated at a fascinating lecture at Bar-Ilan University, that
no matter how many rockets Hezbollah
currently has in its arsenal – 40,000, 50,000
or 60,000, they are not of the quantity or
quality to defeat the State of Israel.
He then went on to say that Israel’s strategy to combat Hezbollah, which of course
is Iran’s proxy on Israel’s northern border,
would be both ground troops and heavy air
support.
Golan explained that the army’s goal
will be to destroy enough of Hezbollah’s
weapons to postpone for as long as possible
the next war after this coming war!! (Ibid.)
What part do we as believers play on this
world stage? First of all, the Lord told us
when we see wars and hear of rumors of
war – and I would add, especially concerning Israel – we are not to fall into despair,
but to lift up our heads, as our redemption
draws nigh.
But at the same time, we cannot ignore
that these events are most certainly signs
that the time is growing short. We as the
light of the world, are commissioned to
keep our lamps bright from the filth of the
world, and to focus on bringing the Gospel
to a lost world and the lost sheep of Israel.

Go online to www. maozisrael.org or
call our USA office at 800-856-7060
All credit cards accepted.
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POLITICALLY AND SPIRITUALLY:

HOW THE UK VIEWS ISRAEL
By Dan Delap

W
BRIAN
GREENWAY

MAOZ UK
FROM THE INSIDE
W

e first met Ari and Shira in 1992
at a Yeshua Conference in the UK
where they spoke about their work in Israel
with Maoz Ministries. At that same time
in our lives, we were receiving revelation
about God’s purposes for Israel through the
Bible, friends and others.
Over the next two years we developed a
greater understanding about God’s ongoing
purposes for Israel, and a deeper respect
for the work of Maoz Israel Ministries. By
1995, wanting to do something practical,
we volunteered to set up a Maoz office in
the UK to promote the work. We applied
to the government’s Charity Commission
for Charity Status, but were told that Jews
could not remain Jews if they believed in
Jesus and that Messianic Judaism must be
“a cult.” It took us two years to persuade
the Commissioners that this was “kosher.”

At the time I was working as a Biblicallybased Counsellor and Dan, who as a retired
Royal Air Force officer, took on a second
career as an Osteopath. We did not expect
much of a response and were surprised and
delighted when in our first year we were able
to send £20,000 to Israel from UK donors.
We ran the office on a shoestring from our
cellar, and later from one of our bedrooms.
Our business receptionist doubled as our
Maoz administrator. Maoz’ International
administrator Christy Wilkerson visited us
and was appalled at our lack of technology
and oversaw the introduction of a computer
programme to handle the admin. She
coined the phrase “immigrants” rather than
“natives” to describe our skill levels!
Since then the UK ministry has expanded
year after year and we now have a staff of
four part-timers. We outgrew our spare

By Helen Delap
bedroom years ago and have moved several
times into bigger offices. God has sent us
wonderful people to work with us. Diane
worked as our administrator for fifteen
years and when she reluctantly retired, we
wondered how on earth we could replace
her. God answered our prayers and sent us
Petra Montaque, who is working outside her
home for the first time since raising a large
family. She slotted into the job perfectly and
is a wonderful member of the team.
We are now “retired” from our business
professions but are working twice as hard
as ever! With my Jewish heritage, I happily
took on the challenge of doing development
work for Maoz. We recently prayed for a
younger person to help me and understudy
Dan’s work as Director.
Again God
answered the prayer swiftly and sent us
Brian Greenaway, perfectly qualified to do

both jobs and fit into the team. We all
share a passion and love for Israel and the
Jewish people, and work in perfect unity.
We have a regular prayer time in our
office each Thursday morning when we
bring to the Lord the needs of our dear
partners. We are encouraged by the heartwarming messages which we regularly
receive and also wonderful answers to
prayer. We love our UK partners! With
so many Israel supporters in the UK
feeling isolated and rejected in their own
churches and communities because of
replacement theology, anti-Semitism and
anti-Zionism, we are in the privileged
position of feeling the power of their
united support and passing this on to
Maoz Ministries in Israel. To all those in
that position we commend you on your
faithfulness, commitment and generosity.

hile the present government is
generally supportive of the State of
Israel, they are quick to condemn certain
events before checking the truth of media
reports. Far more serious is the fact that a
majority of our Members of Parliament are
less supportive, more critical and in general
pro-Palestinian. There is a very powerful
and effective pro-Islam lobby and UK
politicians and authorities are notorious for
failing to curb Moslem extremism, for fear
of offending Moslem susceptibilities.
Recently, though, there has been
increasing recognition of the dangers
attached to permitting extreme teaching
and preaching and the grooming of young
people, leading to terrorist activity.
Pro-Israel lobbying is gathering pace but
starts from a long way behind.
There is a very active anti-Israel
campaign, calling for boycotts in the
academic, cultural and commercial fields,
especially among university students.
Recent examples include a virulent
verbal and physical attack on a university
student who was trying to defend Israel;
yet another boycott of Israeli produce from
West Bank “settlements” by the Co-op
and a protest at the Globe Theatre, where
the Israel National Theatre company was
performing Shakespeare’s “Merchant of
Venice” in Hebrew.
We participated in a counter-demo with the
message “culture unites, boycott divides” and
have been involved in several recent “Stand
for Israel” events and other activities.
Christian Radio and TV usually strongly
support Israel. The national press, radio
and TV vary; some are blatantly anti-Israel
and others are generally mildly biased in
favour of the Palestinians, but judge Israel
very harshly while ignoring Palestinian
and other Islamic countries’ human rights
abuses. In short, the general public is
astonishingly ill-informed about Israel and
the Middle East situation.

THE CHURCH
So what is the church doing about Israel?
Well, most church members are blissfully
unaware of God’s everlasting covenants
and promises to Israel and the Land.
Ignorance among Christians is widespread
and surprising, especially in view of the
historical involvement of this nation with
God’s own land.
There is a vociferous minority who
promote the concept that God finished with
the Jewish people at Jesus’ crucifixion.
They mock those who believe otherwise!
The remnant is, however, increasingly
involved in prayer, conferences, production
and distribution of excellent films such as
“The Forsaken Promise” and “Blessing,
Curse or Coincidence?” and witnessing to
churches and congregations.
Maoz UK is deeply involved in this
outreach, especially through visits by Shira
and Ari; we are closely linked with many
other ministries in this work. Surprisingly
we are finding great enthusiasm for Israel
among ethnic groups such as Chinese and
Spanish churches and there are prayer
groups for Israel all around the country.
Sadly, there are deep divides in the
church in UK between those who love
Israel (less than ten percent), those who are
actively supportive of the Palestinians and
critical of Israel (maybe twenty percent),
and those who are ignorant of the Biblical
covenants and promises (the other seventy
percent).
Christians in general have been brought
up in Replacement Theology and accept
this teaching without question.
Those who believe the Bible and love
Israel have a huge task in presenting the truth!
We at Maoz UK want to see God’s
Kingdom come, in Israel first and then
throughout the nations. “To the Jew first.”
Romans 1:16. This is what motivates and
energizes us.
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ELIZABETH AND
BRIAN GREENWAY

To Friends of Israel in the UK,
I am really excited about my opportunity to work with
Maoz. Even before I became a Christian I always felt a
connection with Israel, and can remember listening avidly
to the news in 1973 when Israel fought for their very
existence. Even then I wanted to do something about
it and my dad encouraged me to read up on Israel’s
recent history. Their story of survival against the odds
in 1948 and 1967 was inspirational and I even considered
volunteering to help serve in some way, although being
seven years old at the time created certain limitations.
Once I became a Christian, the rush of excitement,
the new values and purpose that following Jesus
brought, I had still not lost my attachment to Gods
chosen people. I was amazed and horrified to find that
there were Christians who did not believe that Israel
today had anything to do with the Israel that we read of
in the Bible. It still baffles me.
To me, understanding that Israel is central to God’s
purposes is one of the key Biblical principles fundamental
to unlocking the Bible. It is like the framework to a building
or the chassis to a car. It holds everything else together.
Since joining Maoz in March, my wife Elizabeth and
I have experienced God’s provision and sensed a strong
alignment of God’s purposes in our lives. Both of our
children are strong Christians and feel that God has a call
on their lives. They have always served with us in ministry,
caring for others and putting other people’s needs first.
They are really excited about our work with Maoz.
We are so very pleased to be part of Maoz and are so
grateful to all of our partners who pray, support, give
and encourage. We hope to be meeting many of you in
the near future.
				Brian Greenaway
				Maoz UK
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A HOME GROUP OF FARMERS IN CO WICKLOW.
THE LEADER, DEREK JOHNSON (IN PURPLE
SWEATER), AND HIS WIFE ISOBEL UNDERSTAND
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF STANDING WITH ISRAEL –
FOR ISRAEL’S SALVATION AND FOR IRELAND’S!
HE AND HIS HOMEGROUP OF FARMERS GAVE
GENEROUSLY TO MAOZ.

LOVING IRELAND
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MIRIAM BEATTIE IS AN EFFECTIVE AND
HARD-WORKING HEAD OF MAOZ IN THE
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND AND IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR INTRODUCING MAOZ ISRAEL
MINISTRIES THROUGHOUT HER COUNTRY.

W

ANN GLANVILLE FROM CORK IS A VERY
ACTIVE MAOZ REPRESENTATIVE IN HER
AREA. SHE HAS BEEN A GREAT TEAM
PERSON WITH MIRIAM BEATTIE.

MIRIAM, SITTING WITH MARY KELLY AND HER SON EAMONN. MARY, TOGETHER WITH MIRIAM
AND VIVIEN BOSTOCK, ARE FORMING AN IRISH CHARITY FOR MAOZ. EAMONN, A BUSINESS
OWNER IN DUBLIN, WILL BE A NEW MAOZ REPRESENTATIVE FOR BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN IRISH BELIEVERS AND MAOZ ISRAEL MINISTRIES.

hen I touched down in
Ireland, I was happy
to return to this oh so
gorgeously green country.
Every shade and texture of
green, whether rolling hills or flat
farm land, it was all green!
To the eyes of an Israeli who
comes from a land of a few
months of greenery and lots of
desert, I just breathed in the lush
terrain, the fairy-land, so blessed
with WATER – that element which
is so lacking in the Middle East.
Our Maoz representative for the
Republic of Ireland, Miriam Beattie,

9

VIVIEN HOSTED OUR
MAOZ REPRESENTATIVES
FROM NORTHERN
IRELAND, GERRY AND
NIALL GRIFFIN, WHO
CAME TO BE WITH ME IN
SOME OF OUR MEETINGS
IN THE REPUBLIC OF
IRELAND.

VIVIEN ALSO HAS A HOME GROUP
IN HER PARLOUR, WHERE MY FIRST
MESSAGE WAS GIVEN. MANY LOCAL
LEADERS WERE THERE THAT EVENING.

SATURDAY, I SPOKE IN
A CHURCH OF IRELAND
IN RED CROSS, WHOSE
MINISTER HAS A REAL
HEART FOR ISRAEL.

met me at the airport. After
lunch at her home with her
husband Doug and other
friends, we headed out to
Vivien Bostock’s home – a
beautiful manor built in the
18th century.
There I stayed for several
days with Vivien treating me
royally with loads of wonderful
home-cooked health food.
In the afternoons, Miriam
would pick me up and we
would head for a home group
or a church where I would
speak that evening. Later in

the week we traveled south
to Wexford, and then Cork,
speaking in gatherings there.
Then back up to Dublin.
On Friday our Northern
Ireland representatives, Niall
and Gerry Griffin whisked
me away to their land. Even
though the Republic of Ireland
and Northern Ireland are two
distinct countries, there is
no sign of a border! God has
restored peace to that land!
On Saturday I gave a
seminar in the morning and
afternoon with people coming

from different congregations.
On Sunday, I had the
opportunity to meet another
Vicar of the Church of Ireland,
together with his wife who
had served as a therapist
in Hadassah Hospital in
Jerusalem for 14 years! And
then, at the close of these 11
days, back to Dublin for my
flight to Tel Aviv.
It is very true that both
Irelands are dark places
spiritually. A controlling
Catholic Church and a failing
Church of Ireland (akin to

Anglican) leaves the “postChristian” country in a
gloomy spiritual void.
Yet, whenever the
darkness is the deepest,
the light shines so
beautifully. Throughout
the land, there are home
groups and churches that
long to see revival come
back to their land, and
who pray and give for the
salvation of Israel.
It is easy to fall in love
with Ireland!
- Shira Sorko-Ram

VIVIEN IN FRONT OF
HER 18TH CENTURY
HOME. SHE HAS ACRES
OF EXQUISITE GARDENS
WHICH SHE HERSELF
WORKS AND OVERSEES,
AND WHERE THE PUBLIC
PAY TO VIEW HER
MAGNIFICENT FLOWERS
AND SHRUBBERY.

Since Vivien’s husband went home to his
Lord 10 years ago, Vivien has dedicated her
life to her animals and her gardens, and to
the work of the Lord through home groups,
prayer groups and pro-Israel activities.

